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Abstract. In this paper we present a methodology for automating the
classification of spectrally resolved observations of multiple emission
lines with the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA).
Molecules in planetary atmospheres emit or absorb different wavelengths
of light thereby providing a unique signature for each species. ALMA
data were taken from interferometric observations of Titan made be-
tween UT 2012 July 03 23:22:14 and 2012 July 04 01:06:18 as part of
ALMA project 2011.0.00319.S. We identified a list of possible molecules
known to emit and least one spectral line at every frequency with flux
greater than 3 standard deviations from the mean. We then developed an
API (SpectralQuery) to query the CDMS and JPL databases for spec-
tral line data, and used that API to obtain all known spectral emissions
for each possible molecule identified. A greedy set cover approach was
used to identify the most probable molecules that would reproduce the
set of frequencies with respective flux greater than 3σ away from the
mean. We then selected a subset of those molecules as present in the
atmosphere by specifying a selection threshold and one of two selection
metrics. Our model was able to correctly classify 100% of previously
discovered molecules in Titan’s atmosphere from this data, including
ethyl cyanide as reported in previous research. One molecule, formalde-
hyde, was identified in both selection metrics that was not previously
recorded in the atmosphere. The results of our methodology allow for a
streamlined approach for molecule classification and anomaly detection
in planetary atmospheres.
1 Introduction
In 1860, Robert Bunsen (1811-1899) and Gustav Kirchhoff (1824-1887) devel-
oped what would come to be known as Kirchhoff’s Laws and the foundations
of spectroscopy [4]. These laws posit that every element and molecule produces
a unique spectral line emission pattern. As such, spectroscopy has been and
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still remains as the principle tool utilized by astrophysicists for determining the
composition of planetary and stellar atmospheres [9]. By precisely measuring the
frequencies of the absorbed and/or emitted spectral lines in a gas, every element
can be distinctly determined. Astronomers use modern day telescopes to capture
these spectra. The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) is
one such telescope array, located located in the Atacama Desert of Chile. It is
an astronomical interferometer composed of 66 high-precision radio telescopes
funded by over seven countries, and costing roughly 1.6 billion USD 1. It has the
capability of operating in frequency ranges of 30 to 1000 gigahertz (GHz).
We received a set of four data files from NASA 2 of observations made on
Titan using the ALMA telescope array that had already undergone some ini-
tial preprocessing, including calibration and deconvoluion (”cleaning”). For a
complete description of all transformations performed to preprocess the origi-
nal raw data, please see subsection 2: Observations of [5]. The format of the
binary raw data returned from the ALMA telescope is outlined in the ALMA
Test Interferometer documentation.
Up to this point in time, the process for detecting molecules in other plane-
tary atmospheres has required a significant amount of manual work and database
comparisons. The primary objective of our work is to automate elemental and
molecular classifications contained within planetary atmospheres using spectro-
scopic data obtained from the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA), but also to provide a means of detection for known and unknown
molecules. Doing so will automate the preprocessing, analysis, and visual repre-
sentation of the data, allowing for the most interesting data sets to be quickly
identified and selected for full spectral modeling. The novelty of the work per-
formed herein is not only in the automation of the process to identify molecules
in foreign planetary atmospheres, but also in the creation of weighted attributes
and the application of a set-cover algorithm to those attributes.
Our research builds from the methods described in that paper, and identifies
that there is a global need to automate the identification of molecules using
spectroscopic data. With millions of known spectral lines available, the task
of identifying every type of molecule present can be cumbersome and difficult
to do, especially when there are multiple databases that are present that need
to be used to gather supplemental data. We present a method for automating
this process for spectral observations made using the ALMA telescope array, as
well as the creation of a weighted attribute and implementation of an algorithm
to choose which combination of molecules are most likely to represent activity
witnessed in a planetary atmosphere.
Section 2 briefly discusses several other research papers that have been iden-
tified as related work, each with their own approach to similar problems. Section
1 This information was extracted from the European Southern Observatory’s website
at https://www.eso.org/public/usa/teles-instr/alma/.
2 National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is the sponsor of our
project. Their website can be found at https://www.nasa.gov/ and Dr. Nixon’s spe-
cific profile at https://science.gsfc.nasa.gov/sed/bio/conor.a.nixon.
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3 walks through the methodology of all data preprocessing and logic behind the
analysis: understanding the data, performing exploratory data analysis, fetch-
ing supplemental spectral emission line data and combining data from various
sources. Towards the end of Section 3, the Set Cover Algorithm is explained,
as well as the application of it with regards to our data and how molecules
are selected for each set and cover. The results of our analysis are presented in
Section 4, along with a brief discussion on possible areas for future work to be
performed. A summary of cost and time savings to NASA is also provided.
2 Related Work
Multiple studies have confirmed the presence of molecules such as ethyl cyanide,
within Titan’s atmosphere [14], using spectra derived from sub-mm and infrared
images, as well as emissions found at both poles [10]. It was not until the pub-
lished paper in 2015 [5] that the first spectroscopic detection was recorded of
ethyl cyanide. Our work began as a confirmation of this paper. It described that
ethyl cyanide was detected in the atmosphere of Titan, and the emission line
data that is used comes from the ALMA telescope. However, the method that
enabled these discoveries, outside of data preparation and transformation, was
manual. In other words, the analysis of the reduced spectra was done by system-
atic modeling of spectra and exploration of parameter space according to best
judgement. There was no automated process for identifying elements based upon
their emissions lines. Therefore, one of our primary objectives was to confirm the
results of this paper with an automated tool, specifically for weaker molecules
such as ethyl cyanide.
One group had performed similar work in this area of automation and is
discussed in [9]. The approach taken was to automate emission line detection
in spectral data by calculating signal-plus-noise, and noise only observations via
Monte Carlo simulations, and then calculate completeness and reliability values.
Reliability is a measure referred to as the likelihood that a detection is actually
correct, and the completeness is a measure referred to as the likelihood that at
a given flux, the element is detected [6]. The actual detections are then found
by by comparing real data to the Monte Carlo simulations. The data obtained
in this study came from a Hectospec spectograph on the MMT Observatory in
Mount Hopkins, Arizona, and the dimensions of the data are similar to that
produced by the ALMA telescope. Perhaps in future work our methods could
be combined.
Another research paper defined methods to verify if a planet truly exists, or
if it was masked as something else such as a starspot or plage that emit radial
velocity variations [18]. When researchers tried to answer this question, they look
for particular known spectral lines emitted that are associated with elements such
as calcium, hydrogen & potassium. In this approach, the correlation of spectral
lines are calculated against a well-known activity index, so that new activity
indices can be identified. The data used in this study was HARPA spectral data,
and it also has similar dimensions to our own. The output of this research is
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a creation of a massive master list of activity-sensitive lines whose fluxes are
periodic at the star’s rotation period.
3 Methodology
3.1 Understanding the Data
The initial data set of our project was delivered via four text files that were
already preprocessed and include 3840 spectral channels with the following at-
tributes: flux (Jy) recorded out to 9 decimal points, and frequency (GHz) recorded
out to 12 decimal points. Table 1 summarizes this information above. There were
no missing values or NaN (not a number) values in the input data. The molecules
in the atmosphere absorb or emit light at varying wavelengths that are unique
to each molecule. The frequency in this case is the independent variable, while
the flux received was the dependent variable. Any flux received in between two
frequency bins was added to the amplitude of the closest frequency bin.
Table 1. Description of the data.





3840 Rows, 2 Columns # Frequency (GHz)
# Flux (Jy)
3.2 Exploratory Data Analysis
In keeping with traditional best practices when working with an unfamiliar data
set, our first objective was to become familiar with it through visualization.
Figure 1 is a plot of the data from the four text files all on one axis, while
Figure 2 is a reproduction of [5], Figure 1. From Figure 1, we see that the data
is not continuous across the entire spectrum. Each plot on Figure 1 represents
just the data available in a given text file. A flux intensity greater than 3σ (a
”spike”) is indicated by a dashed gray line. The 3σ threshold for the flux was
used to determine when a flux is significant in keeping with [5]. In other words, a
recorded flux three standard deviations away from the mean flux of that data set
would correspond to a potential ”signal of interest” from light being reflected by
a molecule [20]. This is only a ”potential” signal of interest due to that the fact
that three standard deviations away from the mean still leaves 0.3% possibility
that the signal was actually due to noise. The standard deviation was computed
separately for each data set, and minimizes the signal to noise ratio by excluding
all flux signals greater than 5σ in the calculation of the standard deviation.
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Fig. 1. The breaks in the data represent where each text file ends.
Fig. 2. Each vertical gray line represents one frequency bin with greater than 3σ flux.
Darker gray lines indicate regions where several frequency bins in close proximity to
on another exceeded the 3σ threshold.
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3.3 Obtaining Spectral Emission Data
To determine which molecule corresponds to a spike in flux at a given signal
of interest, a comparison must be made to the known spectral lines of every
molecule that emits at least one spectral line at each signal of interest within
the minimum and maximum frequencies of the input data. For each signal of
interest, we query the Splatalogue database using an API. Splatalogue 3, is a
database that allows users to query specific energy and frequency ranges and
returns a table object containing information on each molecule that emits at
least one known spectral lines within the specified range. Its data is pulled from
a combination of 7 different data sources: The Cologne Database for Molecular
Spectroscopy (CDMS) [16] [15], Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [17], National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [12], Toyama Microwave Atlas
(ToyaMA) 4, TopModel Lines 5, Ohio State University (OSU) 6 [13][8][7], and
Spectral Line Atlas of Interstellar Molecules (SLAIM)7.
Each query is centered on the signal of interest (in GHz) ± the channel spac-
ing (488 KHz for the interferometric observations of Titan data). Four additional
parameters are passed to the query:
• Top20 = ’planet’ — Specifies that the molecules of interest come from
planetary atmospheres.
• show molecule tag = True — Ensures the table object also returns the
molecule tag.
• line lists = [’CDMS’, ’JPL’] — Limits the databases searched by the
query to CDMS and JPL.
• line strengths = ’ls1’ — Specifies that the intensities returned should
be pulled from the CDMS and JPL databases.
At present, only the CDMS and JPL databases provide spectral emission data in
a format that is usable by our team. Therefore, the other data sources available
to Splatalogue will be ignored. The result is a table object containing one row
for each result and columns as outlined in Table 2:
The Chemical Name, Molecule<br>Tag, Linelist, and the frequency that was
used to generate the query are then stored for the next phase of data collection.
3 Splatalogue is a database of spectral line data combined from several sources and
can be found at https://www.cv.nrao.edu/php/splat/. The specific python library
that can be called to retrieve the spectral data is astroquery.splatalogue found
at https://www.astropy.org/astroquery/.
4 Toyama Microwave Atlas for spectroscopists and astronomers is available
at: http://www.sci.u-toyama.ac.jp/phys/4ken/atlas/ and is provided by Kaori
Kobayashi and her team of collaborators at University of Toyama.
5 Currently, this line list contains 13C1-methyl formate data, provided by a group of
spectroscopist working on internal rotors.
6 Fo more detailed information behind the data Ohio State University provides to
Splatalogue visit https://www.cv.nrao.edu/php/splat/OSUSplat.html.
7 All spectral line data were taken from the Spectral Line Atlas of Interstellar
Molecules (SLAIM) (Available at http://www.splatalogue.net). (F. J. Lovas, pri-
vate communication, Remijan et al. 2007).
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The Chemical Name value is self-explanatory. The Molecule<br>Tag
(Molecule Tag) however, needs some clarification. Splatalogue pulls its infor-
mation from either the CDMS or JPL databases as specified by the line list
parameter. The database it chooses is stored in the Linelist column of the table
object. Every molecule on the CDMS and JPL database has its own unique ID.
That ID is stored as the Molecule Tag. It should be noted that a molecule found
on both the CDMS and JPL databases does not share the same Molecule Tag
(ID). Therefore the Linelist must be specified along with the Molecule Tag to
uniquely identify an entry in the database.
Splatalogue does not provide the entire known spectroscopy for each molecule,
but with the parameters specified above, it does provide us with the Molecule
Tag and Linelist in order to obtain it. Using this information, we created an API
to perform a web-scraping process directly on the originating sources to pull all
of the spectral lines for each molecule returned that emits at least one spectral
line at any of the identified signals of interest.
The API, named SpectralQuery, allows the user to specify a database (cur-
rently, CDMS or JPL) and creates a SpectralQuery class object from that
input. When an instance of the class is initialized, the URL for the speci-
fied database and its associated base URL for results are defined. Using the
BeautifulSoup python library, the contents of the database are parsed and
made ready for queries. At present, the SpectralQuery API only contains one
method, getSpectralLines, which takes the Molecule Tag as a string as input,
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and returns a pandas data frame containing all known spectral line frequencies,
uncertainties, and intensities for the specified Molecule Tag. To accomplish this,
the method parses through the database contents to find the entry that con-
tains the Molecule Tag in its ID field and then saves the relevant information.
The method for parsing through the database is dependent on the database it-
self however. JPL, for example, provides catalogue files (.cat) that contain the
Molecule Tag in the name of the file, thus allowing for an easy search. CDMS
on the other hand, provides an .html link for every molecule, but only provides
a .cat file for some molecules that are in a format usable for analysis. For this
reason, when the getSpectralLines method is used on the CDMS database,
the .html link is referenced, requiring additional URL parsing to obtain the data
we are looking for. Once the spectral emission data is available, regular expres-
sion operations are used to format the data and separate entries that might
bleed into one another (i.e. formatting 100531.5832-105.9989 into 100531.5832
and -105.9989). Using the SpectralQuery API, a python key-value data object
(dictionary) is created with each key representing a molecule name identified by
Splatalogue, and each value containing the pandas data frame returned from
SpectralQuery’s getSpectralLines method using that molecule’s Molecule
Tag on the database identified by the Linelist. Table 3 illustrates this structure
using the molecule acetone as an example.
Table 3. Example dictionary for the molecule acetone.
Key
Value





The results are limited to the minimum and maximum frequencies available
in the input data. There are in most cases however, many more spectral lines
available that fall outside of the range of frequencies in the input data. Fig-
ure 3 below is a representation of all spectral emission data for ethyl cyanide.
The ALMA telescope is only able to capture but a small fraction of the entire
spectrum.
3.4 Combining the Data
The frequencies listed in the dataframe for each molecule were sorted by decreas-
ing intensity and then ranked in that order. Four additional columns were then
appended to the dataframes: ”Closest,” ”Flux,” ”Spike,” and ”Sigmas.” Since
the frequencies listed in the CDMS and JPL databases may not align exactly
8
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Fig. 3. Each vertical blue line represents a known spectral line for ethyl cyanide and was
retrieved from the CDMS database. The red rectangle represents the 20GHz window
for which data is collected from the ALMA telescope.
with those in the input data, ”Closest” represents the closest frequency from
the input data to that listed on CDMS and/or JPL. ”Flux” contains the flux of
the input data at the ”Closest” frequency. If the recorded flux was negative, its
value is replaced with 0. The value for ”Spike” is True if the flux exceeds the 3σ
threshold of the data set it came from. ”Sigmas” are the number of standard de-
viations away from the mean for the recorded flux. Table 4 provides an example
of the structure of the updated dataframe.
For some molecules there were duplicate emission line entries. This could
be due to different energy state transitions or recording errors in the database.
When duplicate emission line entries are present, only the first entry is retained
for the remainder of the analysis.
3.5 Weighting the Data
As shown in the example table above for ethyl cyanide, all of the spectral lines
are ordered by descending intensity values. Within a specific frequency range, the
data will only comprise of a given number of spectral lines and frequencies. How
can one say whether or not ethyl cyanide is present in a planetary atmosphere
if only a few of the above spectral lines are observed? If the few spectral lines
observed are of the highest intensity, we would be more likely to say that the
molecule is present than if the few spectral lines observed were of the lowest
intensities. This indicates a need for creating a function to weight the spectral
lines observed based on the intensity. Equation 1 below defines these weights:
9
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Rank Frequency (MHz) Intensity Closest Flux Spike Sigmas
ethyl cyanide
1 237851.8593 -2.629 237852.00069 0.073 True 3.674
2 237405.1700 -2.636 237405.19192 0.079 True 3.989
3 237170.4500 -2.646 237170.31212 0.084 True 4.233
4 223553.6100 -2.670 223553.55049 0.053 True 4.422
5 222918.1747 -2.685 222918.23940 0.065 True 4.139
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
146 236495.2182 -8.507 236495.45997 0.051 False 2.568
147 221786.4689 -8.668 221786.32385 0.016 False 1.063
148 221665.0508 -8.668 221665.22159 0.019 False 1.225
149 223235.9856 -8.691 223236.13285 -0.006 False 0.000




σ spike = True
0 spike = False
(1)
Where φ and I are the recorded flux and catalogued intensity, respectively,
for a given emission line, and σ is the standard deviation of the flux from the
data set it came from. The fraction φσ has the effect of determining the number
of standard deviations away from the mean the given flux is. The only exception
to the above equation is for the ”Unknown” molecule. Since the intensities for
”Unknown” are the same as the flux (by design), the above equation instead
takes the form:
W = φ(10φ) (2)
Equation 2 has the effect of causing emissions in the ”Unknown” category
to carry significantly more weight since the value of the flux is generally much
greater than a typical catalogued intensity.
By creating the weights from equation 1 and 2 above, the spectral lines with
the greatest intensity and corresponding flux now have a higher weight and
therefore carry more importance when determining if a molecule is present or
not in an atmosphere. Next, a new pandas data frame object was created with
each row corresponding to a potential molecule, columns set to the frequencies
corresponding to all spikes in the input data, and values equal to the weights
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calculated above. We refer to this data frame as the weight matrix. The total
weight for a given potential molecule then is the sum of the weights in its row
of the weight matrix. When all potential molecules are sorted by the their total
weight in descending order, we can get a good first order approximation of which
molecules are likely to be present in the atmosphere.
3.6 Set Cover Method
The next objective was to identify which combination of molecules could repro-
duce the spike signature observed in the input data. This sort of problem falls
within the domain of combinatorial analytics [1] and set cover theory. [19] and
[2] provide further guidance into the definitions and methodologies used in set
cover theory. For a more discrete mathematics approach, [3] should be used as
a resource. To begin, an overview of some useful definitions is in order.
• Universe — The set of all frequencies with fluxes greater than 3σ will be
called the universe. These correspond to the columns of the weight matrix.
• Set — Each possible molecule may have some spikes at a few of the frequen-
cies in the universe. So all the frequencies with a spike will constitute the
set for that molecule.
• Weight — Each set also has an associated weight which is a metric of how
much of the Universe is being captured by that set.
• Cover — A cover is a collection of sets whose union is the universe. That is,
there is a combination of molecules that will reproduce all of the 3σ spikes
that we see in the input data.
• Total Weight — There may be (and will be) multiple covers that can repro-
duce the universe. Each cover will have an associated total weight which will
be the sum of the Weights of the sets that make up the cover.
Our job is to find the most probable covers that can be formed from the
fewest number of possible molecules. One approach is to find all possible covers,
and then select the smallest cover with the highest total weight. We first tried
to accomplish this by implementing a depth first search with the root node as
the set of all possible molecule sets. It was quickly identified however, that it is
computationally impossible to find every cover using this method at present. The
total number of possible covers from just the molecules with at least one known
3σ spike in this data set is over 1.18×1059. We instead focus on finding only the
most probable cover by using a greedy approach[19]. We start by defining two
empty lists:
• cover included — Contains the names of all included molecules in the
cover.
• cover freqs — Contains the set of unique frequencies formed by the union
of each set belonging to the molecules included in cover included.
The first step is to identify all molecules which are the sole contributor for
a given spike. That is, for spike A, the number of all potential molecules with
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known emission lines at A is exactly 1. This means that every molecule that
meets this criteria must be included in any possible cover because excluding it
would result in no feasible covers. We refer to these as ”obligatory molecules.”
The names of each of these molecules are appended to the list of cover included
and their sets are appended to cover freqs regardless of their total weight or
individual spike weights.
Once all of the obligatory molecules have been included in the cover, we move
on to identify the most probable molecules to include. We accomplish this by
identifying the row and column of the highest weight in a copy of the weight
matrix. The copy is to ensure the integrity of the original weights. Recall, the
column corresponds to the frequency of the spike, and the row corresponds to
the name of the potential molecule. By selecting the highest weight value, we
identify the strongest sources first. If the molecule name isn’t already included in
cover included, it gets appended to cover included and its set appended to
cover freqs. Regardless of whether the molecule with the highest weight gets
included or not, that weight gets set equal to 0 in the copy of the weight matrix.
Then, the process of finding the next highest weight and testing if the molecule
is already included or not is repeated until a viable cover if formed.
Finally, if there is a molecule that is known to not exist in this particular
atmosphere, but it has already been included in the cover, the user has the
ability to manually remove individual molecules from the cover and generate a
new cover excluding those molecules. If the molecule being removed was one of
the obligatory molecules, the unique spike it was responsible for gets assigned to
the ”Unknown” molecule. This step is put in place to ensure that a viable cover
will always exist.
3.7 Molecule Selection
The greedy set cover approach described in section 3.6 has the advantage of
producing a cover that will always include the molecules with the highest weight
for each observed spike. However, even if a molecule has a high weight for a
given spike, that is not evidence enough that the molecule is in fact present in
the atmosphere. For example, assume molecule X has n emission lines in the
range of the input data and carries the greatest weight in the weight matrix for
observed spike A at Xj , where Xj is not the strongest emission line (say, the
10th strongest, for example). If X were present, we would expect to see spikes at
each of the j frequencies leading up to Xj , or at least a high proportion of those
frequencies. If this is not the case, then we must consider that the observed spike
is from a different molecule, absorption events in the atmosphere are masking the
other spike signatures, or the signal is actually due to noise. We must therefore
derive a selection criteria and a threshold at which a molecule is classified as
”present” or ”not present.” Equation 3 defines the selection criteria:
12










0 spikej = False
(3)
Where Fmolecule is the fraction of intensities present for the given molecule,
n is the number of emission lines in the range of the input data for a given
molecule, Ij and Ik are the CDMS or JPL intensity for the j
th and kth entry,
and spikej is the boolean value of whether or not a spike is present in the j
th
emission line. This selection criteria, we call the ”intensity metric,” does not
account for the value of the flux where a spike is present. Therefore, two entries
with identical intensities will carry the same weight regardless of the flux as long
as it meets the 3σ threshold. An alternative to equation 3 that does account for












Where Fmolecule, n, Ij , Ik, i and j are defined as in equation 3, with the
addition of the flux of the jth and kth entry, φj and φk, respectively. Functionally,
it is the square root of the difference of proportions between intensity and flux,
squared. In this form, a molecule is selected if Fmolecule is less than or equal to
the specified threshold. This ”flux metric” accounts for flux, but ignores whether
or not the flux was detected at or above the 3σ threshold. While this may lead to
the detection of weaker signals found below 3σ, it may also introduce molecules
that are actually noise. We leave it to the domain experts to decide which metric
works best.
4 Results and Analysis
The set cover method identified 34 obligatory molecules and 52 molecules that
are probable in the Titan data. The intensity metric was applied with a threshold
of 0.7 and compared against the flux metric with a threshold of 1. The results
are listed in Table 5.
The molecule names appended with an asterisk indicate molecules identi-
fied by NASA in [5] and are currently known to exist on Titan. The Unknown
molecule is present in both results by design. The intensity metric performed
slightly better than the flux metric by correctly identifying all four known
molecules in the Titan data. The flux metric was unable to identify methyl
cyanide despite presenting several other weaker candidates. Table 5 shows more
results for the flux metric than the intensity metric, demonstrating how addi-
tional noise is introduced using this metric, but it is difficult to distinguish noise
13
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Table 5. Selection criteria results.
Intensity Metric Flux Metric
Molecule Name Weight Molecule Name Weight
Unknown 1.000 cyanoacetylene∗ 0.000
cyanoacetylene∗ 1.000 Unknown 0.253
methyl cyanide∗ 0.999 methyl acetylene∗ 0.273
ethyl cyanide∗ 0.817 cyanobutadiyne 0.443
methyl Acetylene∗ 0.816 formaldehyde 0.509





from weak signals. Thus, a comparison of both metrics is used for best results.
Interestingly, both metrics identified formaldehyde as a possible candidate. The
formation of formaldehyde in Earth’s atmosphere is a well known process [11].
However, due to its short half-life in air (about one hour), there would have to
be a continuous source for it to be present on Titan.
Figures 4, 5, and 6 below shows the spike signatures for the molecules iden-
tified in both metrics against all spike signatures, with spikes corresponding to
molecule detections colored red in figures 5 and 6. Clearly, there is little difference
between figures 5 and 6, indicating that the intensity metric may very well be the
simpler, better model. It is interesting to note that there are no spikes belonging
to any known molecules in the 239.5 - 241.5 GHz range (bottom right plot in
figures 5 and 6). This find may warrant additional research since these spikes
could belong to molecules and are not yet catalogued in Splatalogue, CDMS, or
JPL and are unlikely to be noise due to their flux being at least greater than 3σ.
5 Conclusion
Using the methodology described above, we were able to identify all of the previ-
ously known molecules in Titan’s atmosphere, as well as identify formaldehyde’s
possible existence. The process created is repeatable and saves NASA an esti-
mated cost of $8,000 per spectra fitted and 80-man hours of time.
The broader application of the results indicate that automated spectroscopic
molecule detection shows promise for a cursory analysis of a planetary atmo-
sphere. A strong case may be made for when both selection metrics identify
similar molecules in their output to warrant additional research towards confirm-
ing the presence of the identified molecules. Additionally, as more spectral line
data becomes available on CDMS and JPL from scientific contributions, other
molecules may also be identified by our work. The identification of Formalde-
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Fig. 4. Similar plot as Figure 2, but only those frequencies with associated flux greater
than 3σ are shown.
Fig. 5. Intensity metric: each identified molecule has their spikes colored in red.
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Fig. 6. Same plot as Figure 5, but for the flux metric.
hyde from the set-cover algorithm has piqued NASA’s curiosity and is grounds
for further research: NASA plans on gathering more data with the ALMA tele-
scope at different frequencies where one would expect to see spectral line spikes
corresponding to formaldehyde, in an attempt to verify its existence on Titan. In
our future work, we will test the methods outlined here against other data sets,
both from Titan and other planetary atmospheres for robustness and accuracy.
The code behind the processes was originally built in a Jupyter Notebook, but
has since been modified to be compatible with Google Colab 8 so that it may be
used by anyone with an internet connection and the AutoSpec.ipynb file. Google
Colab includes most of the standard python libraries already built-in. For the few
non-standard libraries (Astroquery, Astropy) 9, they are automatically installed
in the Google Colab environment for use with the code. In this manner, the end
user needs only to upload data to Google Colab, and run every cell. The output
of the program is automatic and are the most probably set-cover combinations
for whatever data has been fed into the program. In this way, any celestial object
with spectral data gathered in a similar format to that used in our process will
have the ability to be analyzed seemlessly.
8 Google Colab is a free tool developed by Google that allows users to
program in python in a browser. More information can be found at
https://colab.research.google.com/.
9 The python library documenation for astroquery and astropy
can be found at https://astroquery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ and
https://docs.astropy.org/en/stable/install.html, respectively.
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